Question answering (QA) over knowledge graphs has gained significant momentum over the past five years due to the increasing availability of large knowledge graphs and the rising importance of question answering for user interaction. DBpedia has been the most prominently used knowledge graph in this setting and most approaches currently use a pipeline of processing steps connecting a sequence of components. In this article, we analyse and micro evaluate the behaviour of 29 available QA components for the DBpedia knowledge graph that were released by the research community since 2010. As a result, we provide a perspective on collective failure cases, suggest characteristics of QA components that prevent them from performing better and provide future challenges and research directions in the field.
INTRODUCTION
In the era of Big Knowledge, Question Answering (QA) systems allow for responding natural language or voice-based questions posed against various data sources, e.g. knowledge graphs, relational databases or documents [6, 17] . Particularly, with the advent of open knowledge graphs (e.g. DBpedia [1] , Freebase [3] and Wikidata [41] ), question answering over structured data gained momentum and researchers from different communities, e.g. semantic web, information retrieval, databases and natural language processing have extensively studied this problem over the past decade [19, 38, 43] . Thus, since 2010, more than 62 QA systems have been published, and DBpedia is the underlying knowledge graph in 38 of them [38] . Those systems usually translate natural language questions to a formal representation of a query that extracts answers from the given knowledge graph. The analysis of the architecture of these QA systems over DBpedia shows that the QA system architectures share similar tasks on the abstract level. These tasks include Named Entity Recognition and Disambiguation (NER and NED), Relation Linking (RL), Class Linking (CL), answer type identification, dependency parsing and Query Building (QB) [10] .
For instance, for the question "What is the time zone of New York City?", an ideal QA system over DBpedia generates a formal Finally, the QB component obtains the linked resources and predicates from the previous steps to formulate a SPARQL query. Research Objective. Several independent QA components for various QA tasks (e.g. NED and RL) have been released by the research community. These components are earlier reused in QA frameworks such as openQA [18] , QALL-ME [12] , OKBQA [16] and Frankenstein [31] to build QA systems in collaborative community efforts rather building a system from scratch. Recent empirical studies have revealed that albeit overall effective, the performance of monolithic QA systems and QA components depends heavily on the features of input questions [28, 33] , and not even the combination of the best performing QA systems or individual QA components retrieves complete and correct answers [6] . In order to advance the state of the art in building QA systems and explore future research directions, it is important to get insights into the strengths and weaknesses of the range of existing QA components that can be reused in building QA systems. Therefore, the goal of this evaluation study is to analyse the performance of existing reusable QA components implementing the aforementioned QA tasks with respect to different question features, and identify, thus, common behaviours, collective failures and directions for future QA research. Approach. In this paper, we aim at putting main properties of existing QA approaches over DBpedia in perspective and provide strong evidence and conclusive insights about the parameters that affect the performance of state-of-the-art QA approaches. We have collected 29 QA components that implement various QA tasks, and evaluate each component over 3,000 questions from the LC-QuAD dataset [35] . 19 out of 29 QA components are accompanied by peer reviewed publications, and other 10 Table 1 ). However, their behaviour varies with regard to question features, for which entities in lowercase vs. uppercase, including abbreviations, having implicit vs. explicit mappings and with varying number of words have to be mapped to the DBpedia knowledge graph entities.
components are openly available to be reused for building QA systems. These components are evaluated using the questions range from simple to complex and vary in the number of entities and relations as well as expressiveness. Overall, 59 variables or question features are observed during the evaluation of these questions in the 29 QA components. The outcome of this evaluation uncovers characteristics of the studied QA components that allow for the explanation of their diverse behaviour. First, there are certain questions that none of the components or their combinations are able to answer, e.g. all NED components fail to answer some questions with different capitalisation. Second, we also have observed that best performing QA components for a particular QA task are not the best for all the question features. For example, TagMe [11] is the overall best component evaluated by Singh et al. [33] for the NED task, but it is not the best component for all the question features reported in this paper. Contributions. Our work contributes with four folds: First, results and analysis from a micro evaluation of 29 QA components based on 59 question features using over 3,000 questions per component are presented. Second, we provide a perspective on collective failure cases of state-of-the-art QA components and pitfalls of these components. Third, we collect insights suggesting the characteristics of the QA components that prevent them from correctly and completely performing their corresponding QA task. Finally, challenges and research directions required to be addressed in order to advance the state of the art are discussed. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We illustrate the diverse behaviour exhibited by existing QA components in Section 2. Then, Section 3 discusses related work and analyses drawbacks of existing QA benchmarkings and evaluations. In Section 4, the experimental configuration is detailed, and the results of the empirical evaluation are reported in Section 5. We analyse the collective failures of QA components in Section 6. In Section 7, we discuss and provide insights about the observed results, and Section 8 concludes with an outlook on future work.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
One of the major tasks in a QA system is Named Entity Disambiguation (NED). Although there is a high number of implementations for the NED task [11, 14, 20] , none of the implementations consistently performs best on a variety of input questions. Various aspects of the input questions, e.g. length or complexity, might influence the performance of NED components. Our motivating example demonstrates the dependency of the performance of two well-known NED implementations for various expressions of natural language input questions (cf. Figure 1 ). For example, with respect to the question "When was Edinburgh University founded?", an ideal NED component targeting DBpedia 5 [1] as underlying knowledge graph will identify the segment Edinburgh University as a named entity and afterwards link it to suitable candidate(s) in the knowledge graph, e.g. dbr:University_of_Edinburgh. TagMe 6 [11] and DBpedia Spotlight 7 [20] are NED components evaluated in [33] as the top 2 (out of 18) components, assessed using the LC-QuAD [35] dataset. The precision, recall and F-score for these components are reported in Table 1 . In the following paragraphs, we show the dependency of their performance on the input question. [2, 7, 42] . For DBpedia, Question Answering over Linked Data (QALD) benchmark series provides widely used datasets for evaluating QA systems [36] . The number of questions in the QALD datasets ranges from 50 to 350 across its different editions. Therefore, state-of-the-art QA systems over DBpedia have been evaluated mostly on limited number of questions (50-100) [6, 38, 43] . LC-QuAD [35] is another recently released dataset that contains 5,000 questions for DBpedia and has been used for evaluating question answering systems [9] as well. Although the aforementioned benchmarks have been extensively used to evaluate QA systems as well as QA related components, no focus has been set on analysing the results with respect to the different types of questions included in these benchmarks. Therefore, across datasets and KGs, QA systems and components have reported their overall accuracy on average over all the questions present in the dataset (i.e. by performing macro evaluation), which does not provide many insights about the weaknesses and strengths of a particular QA component and system when considering different types of questions. Hybrid Question Answering System. Cui et al. [6] introduced the concept of hybrid question answering systems in 2017. The authors combine their proposed KBQA QA system with existing monolithic QA systems to build hybrid QA systems. The evaluation shows that this increases the overall accuracy of the hybrid QA system for the 99 questions from QALD-3 [5] dataset. Singh et al. [33] extend the applicability of hybrid QA systems to component level and combine different components per question answering task to build QA systems. The work has been evaluated using the 204 questions of QALD-5 [36] and more than 3,000 questions of the LC-QuAD [35] dataset. In these studies, the performance of hybrid QA systems and components has increased, however, the characteristics of the unanswered questions have not been further analysed. It is also not clear for which types of questions hybrid QA systems and components find limitations. Therefore, in order to build hybrid QA systems collaboratively, it is also important to understand the strengths and weaknesses of different components that are used to build hybrid QA systems.
EVALUATION SETTINGS
In this section, we describe the evaluation settings of the experiments reported in this paper. In Section 4.1, we list the QA components considered in our experiments. Then, Section 4.2 describes the experimental setup and employed metrics for assessment. Section 4.3 explains the benchmarking procedure. Finally, Section 4.4 presents all features derived from the questions.
Components for Evaluation
The Frankenstein framework [33] was employed as the underlying platform to run and evaluate QA components for our experiments since compared to the state of the art (i.e. openQA [18] , QALL-ME [12] and OKBQA [16] ) it includes a higher number of QA components. Frankenstein wraps the functionality of public APIs of these components and integrates them in its core QA pipeline as microservices. Therefore, it does not have any impact on the functionality of these components. However, most of the QA components when reused in QA frameworks target high precision rather than high recall per question. To the best of our knowledge, there are no other independent components (for DBpedia) except the 29 components integrated in Frankenstein for NED (20) , RL (5), QB (2) and CL (2) 11 .
Evaluation Setup
We 16 and LC-QuAD [35] are two datasets of factoid questions available to benchmark QA systems and components over DBpedia. The total number of questions in the QALD series is relatively low (350 questions at most in the 5th edition) and the questions do not have much diversity. Compared to QALD, the newly released LC-QuAD has 5,000 questions, the highest number of benchmarking questions available for DBpedia [35] . The fully annotated LC-QuAD dataset (with entity, relation and class labels) has over 5,000 entities and more than 615 predicates covered in its questions. The questions are also diverse in expressiveness, as 20% of questions are simple (questions with only one entity and one relation) and 80% are complex questions. However, only 3,253 questions from this benchmark return answers from the latest DBpedia version 17 19 . 
Metrics

Component Benchmarking
In a particular QA task, the performance of each component is measured initially by calculating the Micro F-score per question, and then computing the Macro F-score representing the overall performance. For instance, consider the question "Which comic characters are painted by Bill Finger?" from the LC-QuAD dataset. The corresponding SPARQL query for this question is: In order to benchmark the NED components, the output URIs of the disambiguated entities produced by each component must be compared against the correct DBpedia entity (dbr:Bill Finger in this case). Afterwards, for each component Micro Precision, Micro Recall and Micro F-score values are calculated. A similar procedure has been followed for the RL and CL components, whose outputs are compared to the correct URIs (i.e. dbo:creator for the RL and dbo:ComicsCharacter for the CL task). For each of the QB components, given a correct set of URIs as input, the generated SPARQL query is compared to the benchmark SPARQL query for the given question by comparing the answers the SPARQL queries retrieve from DBpedia. A similar component benchmarking procedure has been followed in [23, 32] .
Question Features
Question classification based on features (e.g. question length, POS tags, head words etc.) has been a continuous field of research after the first edition of TREC challenge [40] for open domain QA. However these features are explicitly used for answer type classification [15] and not for benchmarking/evaluating QA systems. In QA over KGs, NED, RL, CL and QB are concerned with the formation of final SPARQL queries and not with finding the right source of the answer. Therefore, for analysing the performance of QA components, and in order to provide a more fine-grained evaluation, we categorise questions per feature and evaluate the single QA components for these question features (cf. Figure 2 for the distribution of questions per question feature). All these question features have been automatically extracted.
Question Features for NED Task.
For the NED task, we consider the following features of input questions. Number of Entities. For a given question, we consider the number of entities included in the question. For example, in the question "Which comic characters are painted by Bill Finger?", there is one entity (Bill Finger), and therefore this question is classified as "question with entity=1". Number of Words in Entities. The number of words of an entity is the next feature. For the exemplary question "Which comic characters are painted by Bill Finger?", the number of words in the entity label (i.e. Bill Finger) is two; hence, this question is annotated with the feature "entity=1, number of words in entities=2". For questions having several entities, the average number of words in all labels of entities is considered. Implicit/Explicit Entities. The entity of a question is explicit if there is an exact match between the segment and the DBpedia resource URI label (meaning there is no vocabulary mismatch). For the exemplary question, the segment Bill Finger matches the label of dbr:Bill_Finger, while for the question "What religions do politicians in the Korean Minjoo Party follow?", the segment Korean Minjoo Party and the desire resource dbr:Minjoo_Party_of_Korea have a slight vocabulary mismatch. We consider the explicit/implicit entities as another feature. Please note that questions with two entities might have three different statuses 1) both entities are explicit, 2) at least one of them is explicit and 3) both are implicit. Case Sensitivity of Entities. The use of uppercase or lowercase for entities is another question feature. If all words in the segment associated to an entity of a given question are uppercase, then we annotate the question as "uppercase", otherwise as "lowercase". For questions containing two entities, three different annotations for this feature are: 1) both entities are in uppercase, 2) at least one entity is in uppercase and 3) both entities are in lowercase. Special Characters in Entities. If the entity segment contains ASCII punctuation, symbols or numbers, the question is annotated as a question with special character(s). For example, the question "What is the route junction of Rhode Island Route 15?" contains a number in the entity segment Rhode Island Route 15, therefore it is considered as a question with special characters. For questions with two entities, three annotations are possible: 1) both entities have special characters, 2) at least one has special character and 3) none has special characters.
Question
Features for RL Task. The features for the RL task are similar to the NED task except that we excluded (i) case sensitivity and (ii) inclusion of special characters, because there were no relations with such features in the LC-QuAD questions. Number of Relations. The number of relations in a given question is the first question feature. Number of Words in Relation. The number of words in the relation segment is the next feature. For questions with two relations or more, this feature is computed as the average number of words in the relation segments. Explicit/Implicit Relation. Similar to the NED task, this feature refers to whether the relation mention is explicit or implicit. In the exemplary question "Which comic characters are painted by Bill Finger?", the relation segment painted by does not explicitly match to the DBpedia relation dbo:creator, therefore, this question is considered as implicit relation question. Hidden Relation. Consider the question "Which companies have launched a rocket from Cape Canaveral Air Force station?" which contains two relations (i.e. dbo:launchSite and dbo:manufacturer). For dbo:launchSite, there is a mention in the question (launched), while, there is no mention for the relation dbo:manufacturer. We characterise questions without a natural language segment as "questions with hidden relations". For questions with two relations, possible annotations are: 1) one relation is hidden and 2) at least one is hidden.
Features for CL Task. All LC-QuAD questions contain at most one class. For the questions with a single class, we considered the following features: 1) explicit/implicit mention of class and 2) number of words in the class segment.
Features for QB Task. For the evaluation of the QB components, we take into consideration the following features: Number of Triple Patterns. This feature refers to the number of basic triple patterns in the SPARQL query corresponding to the question. Number of Relations. It means the number of relations in the SPARQL query. Number of Entities. It relates to the number of entities in the SPARQL query. Number of Classes. This feature refers to the number of classes in the SPARQL query. Answer Type. There are three types of possible types: list, number or boolean. For instance, the question "Which comic characters are painted by Bill Finger" has a list as expected answer.
EVALUATION RESULTS
We pursue the following research questions in our experiments. RQ1) What is the performance of QA components depending on the question features? RQ2) Which QA components exhibit similar behaviour across the different questions and question features? RQ3) What is the impact of combining QA components in the overall performance? This section is followed by the results of the empirical experiments conducted to address our research questions. Section 5.1 represents the experiments with respect to RQ1. In Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 we discuss our observations and answers reached for RQ2 and RQ3 respectively.
Evaluating QA Components
In this experiment, we evaluate 29 components for various QA tasks based on the question features described in Section 4.4. We then report the results for each QA task independently. [37] and StanfordNER+AGDISTIS [13, 37] , for which the F-score values sharply drop from 0.50 and 0.55 to 0.15 and 0.09 respectively. Impact of Implicit/Explicit Entities. The existence of implicit entities significantly impacts the performance of all NED components. For example, for questions with one explicit entity, the baseline F-score value is 0.78 (TagMe), whereas for implicit entities, the baseline is 0.41 (AmbiverseNED 2.0) and for the other 19 NED components is less than 0.30. Figure 4 shows the performance (i.e. F-score) for five RL components across questions with different features. The state-of-the-art Fscore value for the RL task on LC-QuAD dataset is 0.23, achieved by the RNLIWOD component [33] . Similar to the results reported for the NED task, there is no overall baseline component and value for all question features, as illustrated in Figure 4 . This experiment led us to the following observations: Impact of Number of Relations. When the number of relations (rel=1 or 2 in Figure 4 ) in the question is elevated to two, the baseline F-score drops from 0.28 (ReMatch [23] ) to 0.24 (RN-LIWOD 24 component). Other components also demonstrate a decrease in performance in this case.
Performance of RL Components. The heatmap in
Impact of Number of Words in Relations.
For questions containing one or two relations, an increase in the number of words in the relation label has increased the overall performance of the components. Impact of Explicit/Implicit Relations. For questions containing one relation, for which the label is explicit, ReMatch [23] provides the baseline F-score 0.47. However, when the relation is implicit, the baseline F-score value drops to 0.16 (for RNLIWOD). RelMatch [16] reports the lowest F-score for implicit relations with F-score 0.06. In questions containing two relations, the number of implicit relations negatively impacts the performance. For instance, for questions being similar to "How many currencies are in use in places where people speak French?" which has two implicit relations (i.e. currencies and speak) that should be rel=1 rel=2 rel=1, explicit rel=1, implicit rel=1, not hidden rel=1, hidden rel=1, wc=1 rel=1, wc>=2 rel=2, 0 hidden rel=2, 1 or 2 hidden rel=2, 0 explicit rel=2, 1 explicit rel=2, 2 explicit rel=2, av. wc=1 rel=2, av. wc=1. Darker colour indicates higher F-score. We observe that ReMatch and RNLIWOD deliver the best F-scores but reach zero F-score for some question features. These results provide evidence that the performance of RL components is affected by most of the question features.
23 http://docs.aylien.com/docs/introduction (AylienNER) 24 The component is similar to the Relation Linker of https://github.com/ dice-group/NLIWOD mapped to dbo:currency and officialLanguage respectively, the baseline F-score value is 0.17 (for RNLIWOD). Impact of Hidden Relations. For questions containing a natural language label for the relation, ReMatch is the baseline with F-score 0.28. However, for the exemplary question "How many shows does HBO have?" There is no corresponding segment in the annotated dataset to be mapped to dbo:company. For all questions with one hidden relation, the baseline F-score is drops to 0.15. A similar drop in performance is observed in questions with two relations as well. Figure 5 shows the fine-grained results of our experiment for the CL task. For this, we took into account two state-of-the-art components integrated in Frankenstein. We concluded that the following question features impact their overall performance: Impact of Explicit/Implicit Class. Consider the question "What university campuses are situated in Indiana?" for which the class label university is expected to be mapped to dbo:University through an exact match. In such cases, OKBQA DM CLS 25 has the baseline F-score 0.72 compared to the state-of-the-art F-score 0.52 for the CL task [33] . However, when class mentions are implicit, the baseline F-score drops to 0.45, but OKBQA DM CLS is still the best component. Impact of Number of Words in Class. The increasing number of words in the class label has a positive impact on the performance of the components. OKBQA DM CLS remains the baseline for all question features. However, the baseline value increases with the number of words in the class label. When the class label contains one word the baseline F-score is 0.61; for two and three words, the baseline F-score increases to 0.72 and 0.94 respectively.
Performance of CL Components. The heatmap in
Performance of QB Components.
The two QB components available in Frankenstein were evaluated based on different question features. The details of performance behaviour are illustrated in Figure 6 . The state-of-the-art F-score for the QB task is 0.48 for NLIWOD QB 26 . We noticed the following observations based on the impact of the question features on the performance: Impact of Number of Triple Patterns. With the increase in the number of triple patterns, the performance of the QB components is downgraded in general. For queries with two triple patterns, SINA [30] is the baseline component with F-score value 0.80. When the number of triple patterns is three, SINA's F-score drops to 0.18, and NLIWOD QB is the new baseline component with F-score 0.52. In the case of questions mapped to SPARQL queries with four triple patterns, NLIWOD QB remains the baseline with F-score 0.38, while the F-score for SINA drops to 0. Impact of Number of Resources. The increase in the number of resources (i.e. entities) in the question also inversely affects the performance of the QB components. In case of single resources, NLIWOD QB has F-score 0.54, while this value drops to 0.38 when the number of resources in the question increases to two. The F-score for SINA drops to 0 for questions with two resources. Impact of Number of Relations. NLIWOD QB and SINA have shown dissimilar behaviour in the performance when the number of relations in the question increases. For an increase in the number of relations from one to two, the F-score value for NLIWOD QB has been elevated from 0.48 to 0.50, whereas the F-score value for SINA has dropped from 0.40 to 0.04. Impact of Number of Classes. When there is no class in the question, NLIWOD QB is the baseline component (F-score is 0.46). For questions with one class, the baseline F-score value increases to 0.54 for NLIWOD QB which outperforms SINA in both cases. Impact of Answer Type. NLIWOD QB remains the best component for any answer type (i.e. list, boolean and number.) For instance, the question "Which comic characters painted by Bill Finger?" expects a list of DBpedia resources as an answer. For such questions, NLIWOD QB is the baseline component with F-score 0.56. When the expected answer type is boolean, the baseline F-score value drops to 0.46, and it further drops to 0.14 for questions expecting a number as an answer. SINA cannot answer any questions with answer types number or boolean.
Clustering of QA Components
In this experiment, we pursue the second research question, that is where or when QA components exhibit similar behaviour. To study the similarity of QA components behaviour we applied clustering techniques on the evaluation results of these components based on the question features as well as overall question results. In particular, we have applied k-means clustering 27 To cluster QA components based on (a) performance with respect to question features (macro level) and (b) performance with respect to processed LC-QuAD questions (micro level). Figure 7a and Figure 7b visualise our clustering results. Since the number of components per QA task under evaluation differs, we were able to study this research question only for the task for which there is an adequate number of components, i.e. the NED task. In the first The optimal k was calculated using the elbow and silhouette method [27] .
clustering (cf. Figure 7a ), the red cluster (right) represents components with higher performance, while the black (middle) and green (left) clusters group medium and low accuracy components respectively. The "distance" between the single components can also be observed by comparing the colour scales in Figure 3 . In the second clustering (cf. Figure 7b) , components that appear in the same cluster (or are "closer" in the cluster) are expected to provide correct answers to similar subsets of the LC-QuAD questions. By comparing these two figures, we observe that NED components that are similar with respect to their performance over different question features are not necessarily able to answer the same questions as well (although a tendency is in general observed). For instance, TagMe NED and Babelfy NED [22] which appear close in the clustering of Figure 7b demonstrate different performance in Figure 7a . In addition, in order to find out which question features are more significant for clustering NED components, we have performed Principal Component Analysis (PCA). From this, we concluded that "e=2, explicit", "e=2, words=2 or 2.5" and "e=2, no special characters" constitute the most important features. This means, in principle, that the NED components under study demonstrate very different F-scores for these features. This type of analysis allows us to group components with respect to the type of questions they are able to address successfully.
Hybrid Composition of QA Components
In this section, we address the third research question, in particular, we investigate what is the impact of combining components in the total performance. The idea of integrating QA systems was first introduced by Cui et al. [6] , who combined two QA systems and observed a slight increase in the number of answered questions for 99 questions of the QALD-3 dataset. First, the input question is sent to the KBQA QA system (introduced by the authors) and if KBQA cannot answer the question this question is passed to other monolithic QA systems; the combination is known as hybrid QA system. In this experiment, we extend the concept of hybrid QA systems by integrating at the component level in order to study the impact of combining QA components on the total number of processed questions. We also use a bigger set of questions (3,253) from LC-QuAD compared to 99 questions from QALD used in [6] . For our experiment, we send a question to the component with highest F-score on LC-QuAD (average on all 3,253 questions), and if the question is not answered, we forward the question to the component with the next highest F-score. We continue this process for all QA tasks until the component with the lowest F-score. We calculate the accumulative number of processed questions for top-1, top-2, etc. components which are taken into account. Figure 8 illustrates the impact of combining QA components on the number of processed questions for all tasks. It can be observed that for the RL, QB and CL tasks this number continuously increases when more components are combined. However, for the NED task (where a bigger number of components is considered), the number of answered questions initially increases but it slowly saturates when more than four components are considered. This shows that combining several QA components performing the same task in a hybrid QA system does not necessarily improve the overall performance (not all the components are complementary). In addition, this observation provides an indication that most of the QA components fail for the same questions, i.e. there are several questions that cannot be addressed by any of the available components. NED are able to process a bit less than 3,000 questions; however, adding more NED components does not improve the performance significantly.
FAILURE ANALYSIS
There are several questions for which all components of the respective task failed to process (cf. Figure 9 ). We have analysed the question features for those questions per QA task in order to understand in depth the collective failure of the components. Unprocessed Questions for NED Components. For the NED task, 210 questions cannot be processed by any of the 20 components, i.e. for which the F-score for all components is 0. As illustrated in Figure 10 While combination of all NED and CL components are able to process the high majority of the LC-QuAD questions, the combinations of QB and RL components fails in half and one third of the questions, respectively.
these questions further, we have observed that out of 121 questions which have uppercase letters, 100 include implicit entities as well. A similar observation is valid for the 79 questions having an entity label in lowercase, out of which 64 contain an implicit entity. Hence, the implicit nature of entities is difficult to address by the majority of the NED components. 
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In the following paragraphs, we summarise our observations followed by a discussion about potential improvements in the state-of-the-art QA components. NED components with similar F-scores cannot always answer the same questions. By exploring how "close" NED components are with respect to their F-scores for different question features and with regard to which questions they are able to answer, we observed that components that have similar performance on different question features may not be able to answer the same questions as well.
Hybrid QA systems to some extent promotes the performance. Our experiment in combining QA systems at component level shows that the hybrid composition of QA components can increase the number of total processed questions (but fails in similar types of questions). However, specifically for NED components, we observed that with the increase of QA components the number of processed questions in total saturates. Suggestions to improve NED Components. In 2014, Derczynski et al. [8] pointed out capitalisation of entity label as an issue for NED tools (the authors analysed three tools) while analysing a tweet corpus. However, this issue still remains unsolved, and we identify sensitivity to character cases as major pitfall for 20 NED tools. We observe a decrease in performance for lowercase characters for all components, specifically, for 13 components, the performance drops more than 50%. We are aware that many of NED components were not directly released for QA purposes and they assume input as a formal text where the mention of entities is typically written in capital letters. Nevertheless, in case of QA systems, we cannot expect that a user writes questions with entities written in uppercase letters. Previously these components relied on statistical approaches, however, with the support of knowledge graphs, we believe this drawback is easily fixable. Similarly, the performance in case of questions having entities with long expressions can be enhanced by semantics and structure provided by KGs, such as the work presented in [26] . The other limitation is recognising implicit entities. 19 out of 20 NED components received more than 50% decrease in their performance for questions with one implicit entity. Furthermore, there are 210 questions which are not processed by any NED component; 85% of them have implicit entities. Since a given query is inherently short, it might not contain sufficient contextual information. Recently, this problem was targeted in other research communities for social media [24] and clinical documents [25] , but little work related to QA was done. Thus, we believe that the solutions employed in other research areas can inspire QA researchers. In addition, taking into account personalised information can support a better, context-aware QA system. Suggestions to improve RL Components. The two major pitfalls of RL components is the existence of implicit and hidden relations. This challenge in RL task is more severe compared to the NED task because of the more profound complexity of relations (they can be expressed as a verb, adjective, adverb and noun phrase or even hidden in prepositions). Lack of sufficient context also adds further complexity to relations. Since compared to RL components, existing techniques for NED are more stable, one possible improvement is to exploit entities extracted from the question to support relation linking (the existing RL components do not consider entities). Suggestions to improve CL Components. Similar to the two previous tasks, implicit mention of classes is a challenge. We believe that approaches considering the hierarchy of the background ontology or taxonomies from external resources such as WordNet [21] can improve CL components further. Insight on QB Components. As we mentioned previously, complex questions challenge QB components. Typically, QB components rely on two methods, the first and popular method is template-based approaches (either using predefined templates or inferring templates from dependency parsers). The truth is that the more complex questions lead to more number of possible templates, therefore, obviously this influences performance negatively. The second approach is traversal on KG which is commonly combined with light inference approaches. This method is not effective once the size of the underlying KG is large because, in case of long questions, it requires traversing a larger part of the KG. We recommend the research community to investigate new ways for implementing more efficient QB components. Need of Frameworks for Micro Evaluation. So far various benchmarking frameworks have been developed to provide analysis of strengths and weaknesses of existing open QA systems and associated components [38, 39] . However, they do not provide micro benchmarking of the components and systems and do not investigate the effect of question features in the related experiments. We contributed in providing a micro-level evaluation for performing such an analysis, that is, we reused two renowned QA benchmarks for evaluating QA systems over the DBpedia KG and adapted them accordingly in order to evaluate the participating QA tasks separately. One of the limitations for such an analysis is attributed to the dataset. The existing datasets do not have a fair distribution of all types of questions and question features. Necessity to Address Vocabulary Mismatch Problem. The implicit entities as well as implicit relations and classes have a negative impact on the performance of QA components. Most issues are usually caused by vocabulary mismatch when the mention of entity/relation/class differs from its association in the background KG and schema. This challenge is very important for schema-aware QA systems rather than schema-unaware search systems such as information retrieval approaches because the precise interpretation of the input query as well as the accurate spotting of the answer is more demanding [29] . Query expansion and rewriting are typical solutions for addressing the vocabulary mismatch problem. Thus, we recommend the QA research community to consider the development of components tackling vocabulary mismatch when implementing QA systems.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we performed an in-depth analysis of the performance of several QA components over DBpedia KG. The purpose of this analysis was to investigate three main research questions related to (i) the performance of QA components depending on different question features, (ii) the similarity in the behaviour of QA components based on different parameters and (iii) the impact of combining QA components on the overall performance respectively. Rather than evaluating and discussing each QA component individually, we employ an overall evaluation approach which provides an overview and further insights in the successes and failures of existing QA components. The necessity of this extended study emerged from the observations we have made on more than 60 QA systems and several other independent QA components which have been published until now. In fact, there is a lack in micro benchmarking of QA components addressing different QA-related tasks, with respect to input questions with different characteristics, which impedes the development of collaborative efforts to improve the state of the art. With the current study we contribute to the research community with insightful results over 29 QA components based on 59 question features using a benchmark consisting of more than 3,000 questions from LC-QuAD, an analysis of pitfalls of existing QA components and their causes and, finally, a list of challenges and research directions in question answering. Although we focus on DBpedia, we believe that the results may generalise beyond this to other large cross-domain knowledge graphs, such as YAGO [34] and Wikidata [41] . As most of the QA components are not tailored for DBpedia specifically 28 , the QA pipelines for those graphs are similar, and the graphs share similar structures and overlap in content. It is important to extend this study with more QA components -also components that are part of monolithic QA systems -and with further benchmarks -both domain-specific and domain-independent. Furthermore, our proposed analysis can be used to gain insights with regard to these or similar components beyond QA research. One of the main lessons learned from this analysis is that none of the QA components per QA task is perfect but their performance varies based on questions with different features. We conclude that representing performance of a QA component on average over all questions of a benchmarking dataset is not representative enough for analysing the components' strengths and does not shed light on their concrete weaknesses. In particular, we found out that one of the main challenges for most components is the vocabulary mismatch problem (in NED, RL and CL task) and that in many cases, the appearance of uppercase letters in the entities (for NED) and the expected answer type (for QB) influence the performance of the corresponding components negatively. Our ambition is that the results of this evaluation will encourage the QA research community to overcome the current drawbacks of the state of the art that prevent many of these approaches to be employed in real world applications.
